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1/7 La bella airosa
Show the city.

 

 ID: 60766. Last updated: 11.07.2017  

Solution

Show the clock monument that has
a great story and show the
estructure of buildings. The people
will see the diferent sides of the
monument clock that contains a lot
history and will see the beauty of
city Pachuca.
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2/7 La bella airosa
Show the city.

Which place, city and country is featured in your design? (place/city/country)

Pachuca / México
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Show the city.

Describe why you have chosen this place as a visual? What story does your design
tell?

I chosse that place because is memorial monument of the Centenary of the Independence of
Mexico. In its construction contains four important dates in Mexican history: 1810 proclamation
of Independence, 1821 consolidation of freedom of Mexicans and consummation of
Independence, 1857 issue of the Constitution in the Constituent Congress of Queretaro and 1859
triumph of the Reformation movement . The clock have the replica of machinery of Big Ben.
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4/7 La bella airosa
Show the city.

To be featured on social media as the Victorinox "Pick of the Day", please write a
short statement about yourself (see more details in the brief).

The imposing clock, which over time contains the same perfect details. The statues that
represent historical moments of Mexico in each one of its sides and that when giving the 6 pm its
bells are heard with the beautiful notes of the national anthem.
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5/7 La bella airosa
Show the city.

Please make sure you’ve filled out your country of origin in your profile and insert
your country of origin here:

México
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Show the city.

Have you read the" Guidelines, regulations & comments" section in the brief and is
this your original work?

Yes
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Show the city.

 

 ID: 60766. Last updated: 11.07.2017  

Creative's profile

Samantha Morales
Animator and visual effects
Pachua, Mexico

Creative's top 5 skills

Film, Graphic Design, Photography
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